
 Tips on Dressing for Winter So You Don’t Freeze

1.  Base layer (underwear)
What does it need to do?
• keep your skin dry by pulling sweat away from your skin
• give you a bit of insulation
Good ideas:
• thermal drawers (long johns) and a long-sleeve thermal undershirt or short-sleeve/sleeveless undershirt
• polypropylene is a good fabric for underwear
• underwear should fit snug against your skin - if it’s loose or baggy, it won’t be able to pull moisture away 

from your skin
Bad ideas:
• boxers or briefs - they’re too short and don’t provide any protection to your legs; also, boxers are too baggy 

and won’t help keep sweat away from your skin
• T-shirts or anything else loose-fitting - they won’t keep you dry
• wool is not a good idea if it makes you itchy
How much should you bring?
• at least three sets - one each for Saturday and Sunday, plus a spare
• bring more if you plan to sleep in underwear, since you won’t want to sleep in what you wore through the 

day

2.  Socks
What do they need to do?
• like a base layer for your feet, they keep your feet dry by pulling sweat away from your skin; they also add 

some insulation
Good ideas:
• polypropylene or merino wool are good fabrics to choose
• two pairs of socks can be a good idea - one thin pair to wick moisture away from your skin, and a thicker 

layer to provide insulation - just make sure this is not too tight
• very thick, thermal socks are good
• socks should be long enough to come about halfway to your knee
Bad ideas:
• wool socks are very warm, but many people find them itchy - if you’re going to wear wool socks, wear a 

thin polypropylene pair underneath
• don’t wear more than two pairs of socks - this will be too tight and will actually make your feet colder by 

slowing blood flow to your feet
How much should you bring?
• at least five pairs - two each for Saturday and Sunday plus a spare pair

3.  Insulating layer(s)
What do they do?
• these layers keep you warm by trapping the heat generated by your body
• if you need to add extra layers to stay warm, add extra insulating layers
Good ideas:
• polar-fleece sweat shirts (hoodies are great); wool is very good (it stays warm even if you get it wet), but 

not right next to your skin if it makes you itchy
• corduroy pants, sweat pants, quick-dry pants
• baggy, loose-fitting stuff is warmer because it traps more warm air
• stuff with elastic at the waist, ankle and wrist helps trap air and keep out drafts
Bad ideas:
• jeans:  they don’t insulate very well and take very long to dry if you get them wet
• don’t wear so many layers that your clothes feel tight - this forces all the air our of the clothes and you’ll 

lose that trapped body heat that’s supposed to keep you warm
How much should you bring?
• at least one top and one bottom per day, plus a few extra for layering and for dry spares
• bring more for layering if you’re someone who gets cold easily



4.  Outer layer
What does it do?
• this layer keeps out the wind so all that warm air in the insulating layer stays next to your body
• also keeps out water from rain or snow
Good ideas:
• Gore-Tex coats are great (but a bit expensive); any coat should be water-resistant and have a hood
• snow pants, insulated warm-up pants or splash pants (anything waterproof)
• elastic ankles and waist on the pants; elastic, velcro or draw-string waist and wrist on the coat - these will 

help keep out drafts
Bad ideas:
• anything that feels tight
How many should you bring?
• one coat, one pair of snow pants

5.  Odds and Sods
Good ideas:
• toques or balaclavas (ski masks) prevent you losing body heat through your head
• a scarf will plug drafts at your neck and can be used to cover your ears
• mittens are better than gloves because your fingers will help keep each other warm; water-resistant mitts 

are better than knitted ones
• sunglasses help prevent snow blindness
Bad ideas:
• mittens that convert to fingerless gloves  - these tend to let snow into the mitten part when you’re playing in 

the snow so that you end up with wet, cold fingers

6.  Sleepwear
What does it do?
• keeps your skin dry at night (same idea as a base layer)
• helps keep you better insulated inside your sleeping bag
Good ideas:
• new, dry stuff (nothing you’ve already worn at camp)
• same sort of underwear you’re wearing in the day or sweat pants and a T-shirt or hoody or warm pyjamas - 

depends on how you’re most comfortable, and how warm you need to be at night to sleep well
• wear a toque if your sleeping bag has no hood and you’re not sleeping in a hoody
Bad ideas:
• wearing the same underwear you wore during the day - it’s probably damp from sweat, and you’ll end up 

cold in the night
• wearing too much to bed - you’ll sweat at night and end up damp and cold
How many should you bring?
• 2 sets - one each for Friday and Saturday nights

7.  General tips
• in general, avoid cotton in the winter - it is not a good insulator and gets very cold when it’s wet
• always wear something on your head (toque, hat, hood)
• when you’re getting dressed, alternate how things are tucked in (tuck your undershirt into your underpants, 

then leave your sweater overtop your underpants but tuck it into your pants, and so on) - this will help stop 
you getting drafts around the waist as you move about

• if you’re wearing more than one insulating layer, put the bulkier items on last so that they’re not squashed 
by the tighter ones

• if you find yourself getting too hot, strip off an insulating layer - never go without your coat or hat or you’ll 
quickly end up being too cold

• try to strip off layers right when you start feeling hot; don’t wait until you start to sweat
• if any item of clothing gets wet, change it as soon as possible; this includes changing your underwear and 

socks if you find yourself getting very sweaty
• pick the next day’s socks and underwear before you go to bed, and put them in your sleeping bag with you 

overnight - that way, they’ll be nice and warm in the morning when you put them on


